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neighbours from hell compilation is a story-driven platformer that has you play as a
home invader. you are given a briefcase and must work your way into the house of

an unsuspecting resident. the house is filled with traps and ambushes. if you want to
get out of this, you must find a key to unlock a door, and you must be able to dodge

the traps and unlock it. the game promises to be filled with imaginative traps, no
matter what level you choose. it is so entertaining that you will find yourself playing

it over and over again. it is a game that will take you to another level with its
hilarious and awesome graphics, and its storyline will have you laughing out loud.
with neighbours from hell, you know that you are in for a real treat! when you play
neighbours from hell, you are playing as the star of your very own reality tv show.

you get to see everything that goes on in your neighbour s house and you are
offered the chance to create ever more elaborate traps. you will have to watch your
step, however, because you can only pull off a trap once you are in your neighbour s
house. you can choose from a total of 15 different traps and once you pull them off,

you can go back to your neighbour s house and try another one. you can also choose
to stop the show after you have pulled off a certain number of traps, for example,

after you have pulled off three or four traps. all in all, a rather original and fun
concept that will certainly have you hooked. neighbours from hell compilation takes

you on an unforgettable journey in which you get to create ever more elaborate
traps for your neighbour. for this purpose, you will have to take a camera and then

go into your neighbour s house to pull off the traps. you will find that you can pull off
all kinds of traps, including darts, fire, a catapult, ladders, hula hoops and breakable

things. once you have pulled off the trap, you can then take a photo of the
neighbour, and record it for your tv show. once you have pulled off four different
types of traps, you can see how long your neighbour is going to be locked in the
house before they are finally removed. you can use the photo to blackmail them.
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neighbors back from hell
tells the frustrating story of
woody. this guy seems to

be good-natured but hostile
for a long time.

unfortunately (not sure for
him or his neighbors),

woody has a neighbor mr.
rottweiler who is extremely

weird. this man is the
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symbol of the kind of
neighbor no one likes. he
throws trash to the house
opposite, looks at peoples

houses with binoculars,
walks around on disgusting

and ragged clothes. his
body is stinking from being
dirty. and he often turns on
loud music your objectives

are to create more and
more disarray, increase

ratings and maybe even win
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prestigious awards. but
beware of watchful

neighbours and alert guard
dogs; if they catch you then
the show will be taken off

air. and when your
neighbour wants to enjoy an
undeserved holiday go with

him. sneak along onto a
cruise liner to make the

nasty neighbours holiday a
living hell. the original

neighbours from hell was
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one of the earliest mobile
games that introduced a
series of simple, absurd

puzzles which were
performed against the
background of a plot in
which a homeowner is

constantly harassed by a
neighbour who pushes the

patience of the homeowner.
in this game, players take

on the role of the
homeowner, who is
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constantly being troubled
by his neighbor. until he

figures out a way to find a
way to break in and sneak
out of the house, through

the roof or something else.
theres a lot of variety in the

puzzles, and they are
divided into two categories:

those that you can solve
yourself and those that you
need to find a way to solve.
also you can play the game
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in multiple modes: in single-
player mode you can

complete the quests in any
order. in multiplayer mode
you can play with friends
via bluetooth. 5ec8ef588b
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